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News Release
July 9, 2014
Nova Scotia Power update on power restoration
PORT WILLIAMS - Nova Scotia Power President and CEO Bob Hanf committed to customers today
(WEDNESDAY) that the company is doing everything it can to safely restore power as quickly as possible, and
apologized for problems customers have had in accessing information.
“Our communications technology fell short of what our customers expect, and what we expect. I apologize for
that,” Hanf said while observing power restoration efforts in the Annapolis Valley. “We’re going to review
what went wrong with our phone system and our online outage information system, and we’ll fix it.”
Nova Scotia Power has approximately 700 people working on the effort to restore power to Nova Scotians,
including power line technicians, damage assessors, foresters, planners, engineers, electricians, technicians,
along with supervisors and support staff.
“This is the worst storm we’ve had since Hurricane Juan, and some communities sustained tree damage just as
bad as Juan, particularly areas of Western Nova Scotia,” Hanf said. “This has been a real hardship for our
customers, and we are 100% focused on restoring power to each and every one of them. Our progress has
been slowed by thousands of fallen trees.
“I want to thank our employees for their tireless efforts. They are doing remarkable work to bring the power
back on for our customers, while always keeping safety as our top priority.”
Nova Scotia Power is working to have power restored tomorrow (THURSDAY) in Central and Eastern Nova
Scotia, and by Friday in the Western end of the province. As of noon today (WEDNESDAY), power had been
restored to approximately 95% of the 200,000 customers who lost power due to post-tropical Storm Arthur.
Updated outage/restoration information is available at www.nspower.ca or by phoning 1-877-428-6004 (tollfree).
NOTE: Attached is a fact sheet covering some frequently asked questions.
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FOR BROADCAST USE:
NOVA SCOTIA POWER PRESIDENT BOB HANF SAYS THE COMPANY IS DOING EVERYTHING IT CAN TO SAFELY
RESTORE POWER AS QUICKLY AS POSSIBLE, AND HE APOLOGIZED TO CUSTOMERS FOR PROBLEMS THEY HAVE
HAD IN ACCESSING INFORMATION.

HANF SAID NOVA SCOTIA POWER WILL REVIEW WHAT WENT WRONG WITH THE COMPANY’S PHONE AND
ONLINE INFORMATION SYSTEMS, AND PROMISED TO FIX IT.

NOVA SCOTIA POWER HAS APPROXIMATELY 700 PEOPLE WORKING ON RESTORING POWER. IN SOME
COMMUNITIES, THE DAMAGE IS AS BAD AS HURRICANE JUAN.

NOVA SCOTIA POWER IS WORKING TO HAVE POWER RESTORED TOMORROW IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN
NOVA SCOTIA, AND BY FRIDAY IN THE WESTERN END OF THE PROVINCE.

INFORMATION UPDATES ARE AVAILABLE AT WWW—DOT—NSPOWER—DOT—CA, OR BY PHONING 1-877428-6004.

-30About Nova Scotia Power

Nova Scotia Power Inc. is the largest wholly-owned subsidiary of Emera Inc. (TSX-EMA), a diversified energy
and services company. Nova Scotia Power provides 95% of the generation, transmission and distribution of
electrical power to 500,000 customers in the province. The company is focused on new technologies to
enhance customer service and reliability, reduce emissions and add renewable energy. Nova Scotia Power has
1,700 employees and $4.1 billion in assets. Learn more at www.nspower.ca
Media contact:
Neera Ritcey
Nova Scotia Power
(902) 233-6015 (NS Power media line)
Neera.ritcey@nspower.ca
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
How does Nova Scotia Power prepare for storms?
We monitor the progress of significant storms as they approach Nova Scotia. We contract a weather service to do
detailed forecasting, and we model potential impacts on the electricity system. We use this information to plan where to
pre-stage crews across Nova Scotia in order to maximize our ability to respond as soon as it’s safe to go to work. If the
storm looks like particularly bad, we will contract additional crews to assist in the response, as we have with PostTropical Storm Arthur.
How does Nova Scotia Power estimate restoration times, and why do those estimates change?
Our estimates on restoration times are just estimates, which means sometimes they’re wrong. With big storms like
Arthur – we haven’t had this kind of damage since Hurricane Juan in 2003 – providing accurate estimates is even harder,
because there is so much damage to our system, and literally thousands of individual repairs to make.
When outages are initially reported, we make our best estimates based on the number of outages, the location the
outage (urban, rural, or remote), the resources available, and our past performance. These initial estimates aren’t “field
verified,” because we haven’t actually had someone in the field to assess the full extent of the damages. Once those
field verifications begin, we’re able to reassess and revise our estimates.
With a major storm like Arthur, there are so many individual damage locations that complete field verification can take
days, so restoration efforts can change a number of times, as we learn more about the extent of damages and
reprioritize our planning accordingly. This is understandably frustrating for customers, particularly when estimates are
repeatedly pushed out. We’ll learn from this and see if we can improve our procedures going forward.
How does Nova Scotia Power prioritize restoration work?
The first priority is to address any public safety issues or emergency situations, followed by critical NSP infrastructure,
such as transmission lines and substations. We then work with the Emergency Management Office to identify critical
infrastructure such as hospitals, shelters, and essential provincial and municipal services.
We perform damage assessments and prioritize restoration to focus on larger pockets of outages first to bring the most
people back on at once. So, main electrical feeders supplying communities and neighbourhoods will be addressed first,
followed by branch power lines serving individual streets, and, finally, service lines to individual homes and businesses.
This is why you may see crews drive through your area but not stop to fix certain damage to lines. We move crews
around to bring as many customers back online as quickly and efficiently as we can. Unfortunately, that means
customers in smaller pockets of outages wait longer, but we don’t stop until we have every customer restored.
How can power be back on for everyone on a street except one customer?
There could be damage to the equipment serving that one customer’s home. It could be anything between the pole and
the person’s electrical panel – the transformer on the pole, a broken insulator, a downed service wire (the wire from the
pole to your home), or damage to the meter mast (the tube that connects your service wire to your electricity meter). If
the meter mast is damaged, the customer must have a licensed electrician repair it before we can reconnect power.
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